Across Borders and Boundaries: Jewish Be-Longings in the Mediterranean Space and Beyond

6-7 October 2021
Tesa 1, CFZ - Cultural Flow Zone

Wednesday 6 October 2021

15.15-15.45
Greetings and Introduction
Piera Rossetto, University of Graz and Dario Miccoli, Ca’ Foscari University

15.45-16.45
Histories of Mediterranean Mobility I
A Place that Changed Its Place, a Time that Changed Its Time: Egyptian Jews in Transit
Michèle Baussant, CEFRES/ISP/CNRS, Prague
Colonialism and the Holocaust: the Jews of Rhodes in Congo, 1920s-1960s
Dario Miccoli, Ca’ Foscari University

16.45-17.15 Break

17.15-18.00
Keynote Speech
Between the Bible and Primo Levi? Crossing Disciplines Through a Personal Path of Research
Emanuela Trevisan Semi, Ca’ Foscari University

Thursday 7 October 2021

9.30-10.30
Histories of Mediterranean Mobility II
A Reversal of Fortunes: Opening Immigration Pathways for MENA Jews in the Post-Colonial World
Nadia Malinovich, CNRS/EPHE, Paris
Jewish Mobility From and Towards Libya at the Eve of Libyan Independence, 1949-1951: Attitude and Policies of the Italian Authorities
Giordano Bottecchia, Paris VIII University/Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa

10.30-11.00 Break

11.00-12.00
Memories and Belongings I
Pitigliano, Maryland? Travelling Memories and Moments of Truth
Barbara Spadaro, University of Liverpool
The Rules of the Game: Tennis, Clubs and Postcolonial Society in the Memory of an Italian Immigrant From Tunisia
Martino Oppizzi, Institut d’Histoire du Temps Présent, Paris

15.00-16.00
Objects of Memory
Cracovie-Maghreb: Circulations, Images and Usages of a Hand. An Ego-History
Ewa Tartakowsky, ISP and University of Warsaw
The Stuff that Differences are Made of: A Heirloom from Iran
Ariane Sadjed, Austrian Academy of Sciences (online)

16.00-16.30 Break

16.30-17.30
Memories and Belongings II
Public History and Jewish Migration Through Trieste, 1903-1945
Tullia Catalan, University of Trieste and Matteo Perissinotto, University of Ljubljana
What’s in a Map? Engaging Senses, Memories and Meanings
Piera Rossetto, University of Graz

17.30-18.15 Final Discussion

The workshop will be streamed live. Please register at:
https://unive.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZApcOusqDiuHdHzh-KygETqzr7Yly2fz0g8q (for the sessions on Wednesday 6 October 2021)
https://unive.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEscumqrjloG9RHdewlqViqbSTJ3LMQaROi (for the sessions on Thursday 7 October 2021)